If I Had A Superpower

By: Matthew Ablaza

If I had to choose to have any superpower I want I would do the power to be really Intelligent for 3 reasons. The first reason is that I would be a straight A student in school.the second reason I would have the power to be really smart is that I can be rich because of how intelligent I am. The last reason I would want my power is because I could figure out how do get super powers my self.

firstly I would use my bright Intelligence to get lots of good grades in school. And if get lots of good grades I might skip a grade. And if I enter a spelling B or a geography B I would win because I would know everything. If my teacher makes a mistake in class I could correct her. I could predict when the next test because if I'm very Intelligent I can predict the future.

second reason I want to be Intelligent is because I can be super rich because I can enter games that you have to be smart to enter and I can win and win lots of money. And if there's a lottery I can predict who wins it. I can keep entering wheel of fortune and be un defeated and win lots of money to be more rich than Carlos Slims and Bill Gates.

Finally the last reason I want to be super Intelligent is because figure out to get super powers like I can figure out how to get super mans laser vision. I can even get almost all the super powers and be a
powerful ally in the US. I can even become more famous than Donald Trump.

In conclusion being super smart would help me do anything like solving mystery's and figuring how to make time travel possible. I could be stronger than super man and even the hulk. But the main reason I want to have super smartness is because I would good grades in school, be rich, and how to get super powers.
Super Powers

By Jamal

My super power I would chose is absorption. Absorption means that copy other powers. Which means I could time travel. Also, I could test other abilities. These things are going to be in other paragraphs. That’s my intro.

My first reason is, I could copy the powers of other people. That means I could do a lot of things like flying, super speed, or frost breath and more.

The second reason is, TIME TRAVEL. I could time travel from other people if they have the ability of time travel. I could go through time.

The third and last reason is, copy other peoples abilities. Copying other peoples abilities is extremely good. Its really good because of any ability that people have I could have.

That was my story of my super power. Just a reminder of what happened in the story. It was powers of other people, time travel, and copy other peoples abilities. That was my story about my super powers I would have.
IF I HAD SUPER POWER BY YASH AGRAWAL

If I ever had a chance to pick a super power for life, I would pick super speed. There are 3 reasons for this, and the first one is the crazy cool ability to time travel. The next understanding is that I will never be late ever again. The last reason is the awards. This essay will explain why super speed is my ideal super power.

My first explanation of why chose super speed as my favorite super power is because of the ability to time travel. I get to time travel because if I run as fast as how delicious that Gordon Ramsey makes his plates with scrumptious food, I can time travel. Because of my amazing capability to time travel, I can go back into the past and fix all and any mistakes I previously made! Instead of making the mistake I can change the past into the best possible reality or me. I can enjoy all the pros in the futuristic 29th century has to offer.

My second reason for my judgement is that I will never be late again! If I am needed some where, I will always be
there on time because of my super speed. I will finish anything on time and 12,000,000 times faster than usual. I can do extra curricular activities faster than the eye can see. If any problem get in my speedy way, I will solve it faster than ever.

The last and finishing judgement why I love to have super speed is the awards I shall get. I shall always get A+ in all my subjects because I will study more than the smartest human alive can answer as many questions as he can. I will be perfect at everything that I will even win gold in the Olympics. All because of me practicing to get faster. If I were ever to grow up as an officer, I can stop any robbery that happens because of my time traveling.

Time traveling is the 1st reason of my logic To never be late again is he 2nd logic. The prizes is my 3rd reason. All of these reasons are why I chose the ability super speed. In conclusion, if ever got a chance to get one super power, I would choose super speed.
Eye Surgery

Andre"Daaaaad why do I have to get eye surgery."

Dad"dre it I promise it wont be that painful."  

Andre"ok."  

A few minutes after the surgery we came home "hey dad"

Dad"yes dre"

Andre"can I play outside with my friend?"

Dad "sure dre."

Power to the Test

I went to my friends house to ask if he wanted to watch dragon ball with me
he said yes.Later when the episode was over we played outside.Outside we
usually pretend that we are dragon ball characters.My friend always try's
use a Kamehameha wave but it never works after he I decided to give it a try
"alright here I go,ka...me...ha...me...haaaaaa!. Oh my gosh it actually worked.

Kamehameha

Later that day I was walking home until I heard some sirens.The cops were
going to a nearby bank because 5 dangerous criminals were robing that
bank.I told the cops that I could deal with them ,but no your just a kid
they said.While we were having that conversation with the one of the 5
Criminals tried to shoot us I dodged the bullet and then I used the
kamehameha wave on all of them

Super Hero,Film Star,and Billionaire

Just in a few minutes they were handcuffs and about to be arrested
and from that point on I am a super hero I am on the newspapers,news,
and posters, in fact I am one of the new characters in dragon ball super!. 
this is the best day of my life!
Final Kamehameha

I am really happy that I got to kamehameha wave today it wave today

,It was fun blasting criminals in the face with it but I think I am done

using it today I think Ill go to bed early,good night world!.

THE END
My Power

By: Kirti Dhinakaran

If I could choose one power to improve my weaknesses I would choose the Healing Factor. The reasons why I chose this power is because I can heal myself in three seconds, I have steel bones, and last but not least, I’m invincible!!

The first reason why I chose this power is because I can heal myself in three seconds. For example, if I got hurt I can heal myself. I also won’t be able to bleed like a human either. I’m an immortal, or a mutant.

The second reason why I chose this power is because I have steel bones like Wolverine from X-Man. I can’t break any bones because my bones are steel. I’m also super strong. I could probably lift three of the tallest buildings in the world at the same time.

The third reason why I chose this power is because I’m invincible. No one can defeat me, not even the strongest person in the world! I can withstand ANYTHING. if twenty elephants were to fall on me I wouldn’t die, I would heal myself!

So to put it all together, the reasons why I chose the Healing Factor as my power is because, I can heal myself in three seconds, I have steel bones and last but not least, I’m invincible!
If I had a Super Power

BY: Lahari Gadde

If I could have one super power it would be that I had the ability to time travel. It would be awesome to go back in the past or future to see how it looks or looked like. Here are my three reasons why I would like to have the ability to time travel.

My first reason I would like have the ability to time travel is if for school we have a class project, I could go in the past. I don’t have to go on the computer and research online. Same thing for the future, if we have a class project, I could go to the future to see how it changed instead of making my own predictions.

The second reason I would like to have the ability to time travel is that if my mom makes me do work around the house, I can go back to the future and pretend that never happened. Doing work around the house is no fun. If I actually had the ability to time travel that’s what I would do. I would be using that all day if I could.

My last reason would be that I could go back in the past to go back to a day that want to happen again. If I had a friend come over and play and I really liked that day, I could go back to that day. Those were the three reasons that I would want the ability to time travel.

That is why I would love to have the ability to time travel. There are a lot of super powers out there but I chose time travel. In my opinion I think time travel is the most useful super power to me!
My Dream Superpower

By: Tejas Hariharan

If I had to choose one superpower, it would be extreme intelligence. First of all, I would choose to be really smart because my net worth would be higher than Carlos Slim's and Bill Gates'. Secondly, I would have the intelligence to develop a software that does incredible things for humans. Finally, I would be able to solve worldwide problems. This is why extreme intelligence is the best superpower I could have.

My first reason for why shrewdness is my dream is to become prosperous. When college professor see my wit, they'll give me a scholarship to one of the Ivy League Schools. When I graduate, Apple, Google, Tesla will offer me jobs. I'll become a billionaire and donate to charities.

Secondly, I would want to have super intelligence because I would be able to develop an amazing software that scientists could never make. It would be powerful enough to travel back in time and stop evil people from committing crime. The software would help create peace around the world. The computer would be able to solve questions that philosophers couldn't. The software would have enough futuristic to create homes for people in poverty.

Lastly, I would pick being a brainy boy as a superpower since it would assist me in solving worldwide problems. My intelligence would help me save homeless or injured animals and help them get better with advanced technology. In case Earth ever gets overpopulated, I would be able to send a probe to outer space and it would find a new world that is inhabitable.

An all around whiz would be the best superpower because I would be the wealthiest man on Earth. I would be able to invent a software that does amazing things which people could only dream of. Finally, I would be able to solve worldwide problems and help anyone in need. Clearly, in my opinion, super intelligence is the best superpower to have.
Super Power

If I had one super power it would be accelerated healing factor. I know, you're thinking a super power nerd. I'm not denying it but just listen. It wouldn't be like Wolverine but more like Deadpool. It would be awesome because I can't die and can do just about anything I want to, whenever I want to.

One reason it would be cool to have my super power is because I've always wanted to be in the Navy. I can still be in the Navy without the risk men and women take every day. There, I could learn to fight so in the future I can fight criminals.

Another reason why accelerated healing is the best super power is because if I can't die then I could fight crime forever! This would make places much safer. I could always just be lazy but who wants to be lazy if you have super powers? Well, I wouldn't always fight crime. I might get a little dough for myself but not a lot. That wouldn't make me the most loyal superhero but umm... well, ok whatever I don't have to.

If I could live forever then I could spend more time with my family and friends. I would have to stay hidden because if someone saw a 100 year old man then they would make a connection. Well never mind, who thinks a 100 year old man is a superhero. I think eventually, around 110 I would try to find a cure to get rid of my super power. I would do this so I can see my family that have passed.

There are so many super powers I would like better but I wasn't thinking when I chose this super power. I still think this a cool super power. If you haven't noticed this is straight out of Deadpool. I'm sure other people have some great ideas and I can't wait till I get to read'em.
My Superpower

Have you ever dreamt of becoming a billionaire? With recent technology it is possible for that to happen. All you need is for technology to make you super smart. That means you could solve $2,937 \times 1(\sqrt{356} \times 7)^{25} \times 5y + \cos(7) + 2\pi y \div \beta$ faster than any calculator in the world. I would love if my super power was super smartness, because using my smartness I could make more superpowers, end world problems like poverty and pollution, and I could become the richest person in the universe.

First, I could use my intelligence to create more super powers. This would happen because you will be smart enough to create technology to make me stronger than Hulk, faster than Flash, and more awesome than Superman. So just by having one superpower, you could make millions more and become the world's greatest superhero.

Imagine a world where there is no starvation, trash, or global warming to worry about. By becoming super smart I could end all of that. For example I could end world hunger by creating an enlarger to make a pizza 12" long in diameter, to the size of a house. Using my smartness, I could also create a shrink ray to shrink a humongous dumpster to a size of a dime. So, this means I could help 1.6 billion homeless people and earn a award like the Nobel Peace Prize.

Did you know that Carlos Slim, the riches person in the world, makes about $149 dollars every second? Well, if technology makes me super smart, I could become even more richer than Carlos Slim. That's over 60 billion dollars. This will happen because I will be smart enough to get into an Ivy League school. Then after getting graduated from college, I could become a founder of a successful business and make it worth 100 million dollars in less than a year. Soon, it will become popular, and the money will just roll in. if you are smart, you can become the richest person in the whole world.
Invisibility

You can't see me, but can hear me, and you know the power I might be able to get, Invisibility!! Why I would love this is because, I can not get in trouble and hide, run away from school and come back secretly, and lastly make people invisible by the touch how cool would that be.

Most people wish they can hide for what they do and not get in trouble. I wish/hope I can hide from my mom and not get in trouble when she's going to yell at me. Then, I can play a prank on my sister, and hide, plus scare them (Sister and Brother) pretending there's a ghost at our house. HE HE HE. After that, I could easily find presents hidden from me and get them without anyone knowing.

When we have recess I can leave and come back whenever I want and go back to the classroom on time. After that, I can go out of school and get lunch from somewhere else with my money like Panera Bread, Manhattan Pizza, and other places. Gracefully, I can go home and play games on my phone. I could say I left for early dismissal cause I had a doctor's appointment and came back, if I get caught.

Making others invisible would be so cool. I can make people invisible when I feel like it by the touch. Being invisible would be cooler than visiting Abraham Lincoln in the past. It would be amazing that my friends and I could run away and have a small play date longer than recess, it would be combined the time of lunch and recess time.

This superpower would be amazing to have, being invisible all the time. Not get in trouble and play, run away from school and come back secretly, lastly make other people invisible, could become real with all this technology, that we can create machines that create something big, awesome, and can change the world. The power I would love to have is Invisibility from all the powers.
Superpowers
By: Erica Kim

If I had superpowers and if I had to choose from one of them, it would be air and wind manipulation because I like air and wind so that is the reason why I chose this specific type of superpower.

One example is red tornado. It is related to wind. Red tornado could wipe out the other opponent easily because a red tornado is very fierce like a tiger chasing their prey. Another reason is because the tornado spins very fast like the sound of lightning.

Another type of wind power would be hurricanes because hurricanes can circle around a certain place or person. The eye part of the hurricane is the most dangerous part so, it could make the opponent be very dizzy because the hurricane would be spinning around almost faster than a pack of wolves.

Finally, the last thing is that when I was little, I liked the warm breeze filling the cold air. That’s why I feel like it is fall, the leaves fall from the trees and start dancing in the warm breeze. In winter I feel the cold blast of air coming in my house when I open the door.

Now you know why I chose the air and wind manipulation and some of the examples that relates to air or wind. Most likely I like air because the opponent won’t be able to breath. I also like a strong gust of wind because it could possibly blow them away. This is why I chose air and wind manipulation.
Super Speed

By: Sarah Koltisko

If I could have one super power it would be super speed. Three reasons I would pick super speed is I would never be late, I would teleport, and I would win all the races in the world. It would be awesome if I could have super speed.

My first reason I would like to have super speed is I would never be late. It's like I could be anywhere in the world any time. It would be awesome to always be on time wherever I go. That is just one reason I would like to have super speed.

My second reason I would like to have super speed is that I could teleport. I would be able to teleport because I would be running so fast I could teleport. I could see what's it like in the future or see dinosaurs from the past.

My last reason I would like to have super speed is that I could win all the races in the world. I would beat everyone. I could be known as the fastest girl in the world! Also, I would have a lot of trophies, because I would beat everyone. That is my last reason I would like to have super speed.

That is why I would love to have super speed. My three reasons were I would never be late, I could teleport, and win a lot of races. That is why if I could pick any super power it would be super speed.
If I Could Have a Superpower

By: Umar Luqman

If I could have a superpower, it would be the ability to fly. That is because I would not need to take a plane, so if I forget something I could go back and get it. Also, nobody would be able to chase me, so I would not get bullied. Plus, I would not need to walk of drive anywhere. So, I would save money.

My first reason I would like to be able to fly is that I would not need a plane. I would save money. If I forgot something I could just go back. I would not need to go through security. Also, I would not need to wait in airport lines because I would not need to go there. Plus, I would be able to go anywhere when ever I wanted.

Another reason I would like to be able to fly is that nobody would be able to chase me. Also, nobody would be able to bully me, or even hit me. Even if I am in trouble, I would just be able to fly away.

My last reason I would like to be able to fly is that I would not need to walk or drive a car everywhere. I would save time and not get late. Also, I would not get stuck in traffic. Since I would not need a car, I would save a lot of money.

If I could have one superpower it would be the ability to fly. That is because I would not need a plane to go anywhere. Since I would not need a plane, I would save money. Also, nobody would be able to chase me. So, I would not get bullied. Plus, I would not need to walk or drive a car. And because of that I would not need a car. So, I would save more money.
If I had a superpower it would be time traveling. My super power would be time traveling because I can travel in the future and the present. I would time travel to see my past away relatives that have unfortunately past away, and also I will be able to go to the future, and finally I will be able to show off my powers.

My first reason is that I can see my past relatives from the past because I have never seen then like my grandparents or my moms dad. When I step in the portal I would take a couple of medicines with me to save their lives, and also I will try to see the famous people that lived in the old times.

My second reason of why I want my superpower is that I can travel in the future and get ideas of what their going to invent and I will invent it so I get all the credit and the money. Another thing that I will do is go and see unicorns if they are a alive creature and I will see the cool environment

My last reason is that I can show off my super power to other people. If me and my friends are having a contest of who can do better things, I would always win because I have been to another dimension. Also if we are having a talent show I could always win every year.

So, my super power is awesome because I can met my past away relativing that I have never seen and I will be able to go in the future and I will be able to show off my marvelous power.That was my store :-).
If I Had A Super Power
By: Olivia Mayer

If I had a super power it would be flying powers. I would have flying powers because I could fly fast to a meeting, I could relax on the clouds or I could help fire fighters.

If I was late to a meeting I could fly super fast and get there in no time. If I could be really fast I could pretty much tell the future and stop a car crash before it even happens. If an animal is falling from a tree and save it from falling onto the hard ground.

When I fly I will lay on the clouds and relax. After I get home from school I will lay down and think about my day, and read, and take a little nap.

When I fly I will help the fire fighters, the fire fighters might need help with the ladder if it gets stuck. even when they need some one to help reach a high place.
Super powers are fun but they need a lot of hard work. If I had one it would be flying. Flying would be fun because you can do fun things.
My Favorite Super Power

By: Jaydin Murillo

Super powers are cool, and it would be amazing to have one. There is laser vision, flight, and super strength, but there is one super power I love and that is super smartness well this super power is not a fact to be the best its in my opinion. If I had one super power, it would be super smartness. I would like super smartness because I would be really smart, I would be rich, and I could create more super powers. Here are some reasons why I feel super smartness id the best super power. Having this power wouldn't be all of about me, though.

I would like to be smart because I would have a great education, go to a really good college and have a good life. There may be a down side to being super smart, which is possibly being bullied in high school or middle school, because mostly smart kids get bullied. However, I would use my super power to outsmart the bullies and spread awareness. If I had super smartness as a super power, I could possibly become the world's smartest kid, and I might be in the Guinness World Records. It would awesome being be the smartest human being on earth that is 10 years old. Another good thing about being super smart, is that I would pass every test a teacher gives me, and I will pass advance in every SOL.

The next reason that I think being super smart is that I would be really rich. I would want to be rich because I could buy whatever I want, and donate money to every charity in the world. I could also pay to go to the best college in the USA. Also, if anyone needed some money for books, or just to get into college, I would be glad to lend them some money. I would also like to use my money to create a school for others who have superpowers, and share my smartness with them.

My final reason that I would like to be super smart, is that I can create more super powers. I would like to create more super powers to help others, and I can be the best super hero ever. I would be ten times better than Superman. I can also make robots that have superpowers, and I can make other heros have even more superpowers to help them with defeating evil people. Those heros can pay me to get more superpowers, so I can be even more rich. Then, I would use that money to invent even more superpowers to help people and make the world a better place.

In conclusion, my favorite super power is super smartness because I will be super smart, I would be rich, and I can create more super powers. I would use all of these things to help others. It is important to use super powers like being super smart to help others, so they can achieve their goals, and all work together to make the world a better place. If I could help to make the world a better place, people would love me, and would I love them back. Spreading this love will make the world a better place.
If I Had a Super Power

If I had one super power it would be super smart because I will be so smart I can make other super powers, I can make a potion so other people can have super powers, and I'll be so smart I can make myself change the way I look.

If I'm super smart I can make a potion so I won't have just one just be super smart I can also be super strong if I want.

I can make a potion so everyone had super powers. And if everyone is super they can protect others as well.

If I use 100% of my brain that means I get to change the way I look, for example I can change how long my hair is, my eye color, and how long my nails are.

In conclusion if I had a super power it would be super smart because I could make other super powers, give super powers to other people, and I can change the way I look.
Super Powers

By: Livy Piper

If I had a super power it would be the ability to turn invisible. I could sneak up on people, be able to fight crime, and I could prank my brother. Also, I just think it would be cool.

My first reason is, I could sneak up on people. I think it would really scare people if I just appeared out of no where. The could be on there phones and I would just be standing right behind them. Or people are walking and I just stop them, but they don’t see me. Also, it would be really cool to scare people.

My second reason is, I would be able to fight crime. By fighting crime, I can save my town. Also, by doing this I'll be able to show girl power. People always make movies when the guy saves the girl. I think it should be the girl saving the guy. Also, everyone would love me for saving the town and for saving them.

My fourth and final reason is, I'll be able to prank my brother. I could make something float. Or I can scare him while he's playing video games. Also, I could just drop something or turn on music. My brother would be really freaked out if I just appeared out of no where.

If I had a super power, I would use it for good and pranks. I could sneak up, be able to fight crime, and prank my brother. So if I had a super power it would be the ability to be invisible.
What super power would you like to have?

By: Reya Prakash #20 1/20/16

Wouldn't it be cool if you could have one superpower? If I could pick one I would pick being able to think of something in my mind, and then it would appear. I would like this superpower for three reasons: number one, food, number two, protection and number three, money. Those three reasons are why I would love to have that superpower.

My first reason for wanting that power is food. Imagine thinking of any food you want and it would appear. You could create a five course meal in your head! Another cool thing is that you could do it anytime, anywhere. But the best part is having free food! You could order a hundred dollar or even more expensive meal, for free! Now that would be cool.

My next reason for wanting that super power is protection. I could easily get out of nasty situations by just thinking of a weapon or something to protect me. Even things to escape, like roller skates or something like that. With that feeling to be able to get away from those bad things, I can feel prepared or ready for anything ahead of me.

My final reason for wanting that superpower is money. I can think of it anytime, anywhere and it would appear. The best part, its unlimited! I can get great privileges like doing super expensive stuff, and getting away with it! That would be like a dream come true!
Those three reasons are why I would so badly love to have that superpower, which once again is to be able to think of something and it would appear. In case you forgot, the three reasons I would love to have that superpower are, number one, food, number two, protection and finally number three, money. Having that superpower would be the most amazing, awesome and cool thing that ever happened in my life!
If I Could have a Superpower!

If I would have a superpower I would want to have super speed. Cause of these three main reasons... The first reason why I would want to have super speed is about winning a race against my brother. The second reason why I would want to have super speed is for doing good deeds. The last reason why I would want to have super speed is for famous.

My first reason as you might already know is to win a race against my brother. My brother is super fast, with my super speed I will win every race against him and make him super duper jealous. Yeah! I really would enjoy winning a lot of races against my cute but annoying brother.

My second reason why I would want to have super speed is for doing good deeds. I love to help out. So I could save peoples life's or help old lady down the street. At the same time I could help my mom out with her chores and I can do my chores too. Super speed Rocks!

My last reason of why I would want super speed is to become Famous! If I could become famous it
could mean the world to me. I could be recorded in the 2016 World records. This would mean a lot. I could all so be in the Olympic which is so cool! I would totally show off my speed on television. This would be a dream come true.

So that concludes why I would want super speed as my super power. So I could race against my brother, do good deeds, and become famous!

This is what I will do!
My Super power

By Mats Raman

Would you like to have a super power? I would and it would be to have extreme poison ball cannons. So here are three reasons why I would like to have extreme poison ball cannons.

The first reason is so I could become a bad guy and rule the planet and the galaxy. I love T.V. shows that have bad guys in it and I sometimes think that I am the bad guy on that show. I would sit in a throne and call myself King Mats the great.

One thing I have dreamed about my entire life was to make millions so I can get anything I want. I could be so rich I would be able to have more money than Bill Gates.

The last reason why I want extreme poison cannons is so I can save the world and help America win wars. And help others who need sort of need help. And of course everyone needs help.

So there are the three reasons why I want to have extreme poison ball cannons. I hope you enjoyed!
PEACE OUT!
If I had a super power

Well, if I had to pick a superpower, the thing that would fill me with joy like a jelly filled doughnut, would to have lycanthropy, which means to be a savage werewolf. There’s lots of reasons why I picked this super power specifically, for the pros and the cons, so let me explain why I picked this out of nowhere, I mean imagine it, awesome right, let’s get started.

Reason 1: epic look. It looks so cool, it has a snout that looks boss, baring teeth so sharp, holding was aggressive jaws, it has a massive body, big arms with terrifying claws that are sharper than steak knives, the fur has an awesome look of gray cream, eyes that threaten themselves alone, the ears are like super sonic censers that track everything in its path or around it.

Reason 2: out at night. The classic howl mostly happens out at night, its probably just put because of curse. I would hunt, and scare the cupcake frosting out of them. I would talk to myself for long period of time, just like spider man does, and I would hope that I already did my homework.

Reason 3: fierceness. The thrashing eyes glow red like a blazing fire, the roar that sound like a thousand alarms growl that sounds to stay away. The look of a true beast, the stare of a
thousand screams, the teeth that sharpen by each meal, and the burp, is a snarl.

Conclusion/wrap up: So those where the things I would want to be a werewolf that’s savage, this power is so awesome though, I can’t think of any cons, there are many. So that explains why I would like this super power, That wraps it up.
If I could have a super power, I would have teleportation. This is the power I want because I can go anywhere, getting things I need is easy, and I will never be late for anything.

If I had teleportation, I could go anywhere really fast. I could travel to as many places as I want. When I'm locked outside of a room, I can get in easily. After school, I won't need the bus, I can just teleport.

Getting items is easy, I can just portal to it and grab it. When I'm not at home, I can get things that I need in a few seconds. I won't have to walk up steep stairs either.

Another cool thing, is that I will never be late for anything. I will never be late for school and I'll get perfect attendance. Sometimes, I'll come too early for events, like birthday parties.

In conclusion, if I could have a super power, I would have teleportation. This is the power I would choose because I can go anywhere, getting things is easy, and I will never be late for anything.
Super Strength

If I had to choose one super power, I would choose to have super strength. The three reasons I would love to have super strength is first, I can show off my super power, second, I can save lives, and third, I can win many awards.

My first reason I want to have super strength is that I can show off my awesome power. The first reason is that I can show off my muscles. My second reason is that the kids can get jealous. My third reason is that I can be the coolest kid in school.

The second main reason why I want to have super strength is that I can save lives. First reason how I can save lives is that I can lift heavy objects from there body. My second reason is I will be able to lift heavy objects in one second so they don't have to wait for a long time. Finally, people can think I'm a lifesaver.

My final reason I would like to have super strength is that I can win many awards and break many records. First reason is that I can win many trophy's and certificates and I will probably have more than fifty trophy's and certificates. The second reason is that I will be announced as the strongest kid in the world. My last reason is that I will famous and rich.

The super power I've dreamed about having is super strength. The three reasons why is that I can show off, I can save many lives, and I can win many awards.
If I could have one super power it would be the power of teleportation. The reason why I would want this power is because, I could easily go to certain places. I would also like this power because I can race people and end up in front of them (and win!). The last reason is me never being late again.

My first reason is I could go to places easily. I would love to just be able to go to Dairy Queen in a zip. Also to zip to the Ice Cream truck at the pool. And if I go visit some where like Germany, Paris or New York, and then forget something, teleport and go grab it.

My second reason is racing, because you could easily teleport to the finish and win! Everybody will think you are super fast! And you could race the fastest person on earth, and you could still win!

My third reason is never being late for school ever again. I would never be late for school ever again. I could easily make it to dance practice and never be late for it again. If I could have this power I would never be behind time again.

Those are the reason why I would want to have the one super power of teleportation. The reasons were going to places easily, racing, and never being late again!
Have you wanted superpowers? Well my superpower would be making cheeseburgers out of thin air! yes I know I know its ridiculous but let me give you 3 Reasons why this would be my superpower.

Reason 1 I love eating cheese burgers and so I can eat them where ever I want and no one can stop me. I also don’t need to pack lunch which is great because It takes up a lot of time. I could also give cheeseburgers to the homeless and make a good cause. But people could hunt me down and force me to use my powers to feed them.

Reason 2 I can feed my family so we wouldn't have to buy food. but, we cant eat burgers all the time because we would gain weight. I could also use my superpower to Get a job at McDonalds by spawning cheeseburgers for orders. Soon I will get payed and be awarded employee of the month. And I would give the money to my family and soon I will get RICH!

Reason 3 If there's a emergency and no food I can make cheeseburgers to survive and live. I can also fight by shooting cheeseburgers at people until I stuff one in their mouth. I could also shelter people with Giant hollow cheeseburgers

Well That wraps up my three reasons why my superpowers should be making cheeseburgers out of thin air and what I would with my super power.

By: Nicholas Wong

Inspired by: Burger wars